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21.07.30 - There are many ways the Canadian Union of Postal Workers stands out from other unions in

this country. Postal workers are known for their militancy, their participation in the broader working class

movement, their willingness to fight for social justice beyond the confines of collective bargaining and

their hyper-democratic structures. CUPW elects and trains its representatives from its membership,

meaning members really are in the driver’s seat of every interaction with the boss.

There have always been those that have thought perhaps we have too much democracy, that these

processes are cumbersome, that things could be done more efficiently. Such arguments miss the

strength that comes only from engaging and mobilizing the membership. Nowhere is this more apparent

than CUPW’s approach to collective bargaining, which is constitutionally mandated for the Urban

Operations bargaining unit. The National Executive Board has the authority to determine the approach

for other bargaining units, but has generally tried to emulate this process where it is possible.

In many unions, the first thing people hear about bargaining is often the ratification vote for the

contract! Such an approach of bypassing the membership throughout the process makes it difficult to

mobilize them to achieve anything. It is left to the back rooms.

CUPW’s process engages members from the beginning. We first pass individual demands from our local

meetings. These demands are then submitted to regional conferences, where representatives from the

locals decide which demands to submit to the National Directors. The NDs are then tasked with

compiling these into a program of demands, which is submitted to the NEB to be put to the entire

membership for a ratification vote. All of this is supposed to happen before we even get anywhere near a

bargaining table.

In life, the journey is often as important as the destination. Such is the case with our process for

developing and ratifying contract demands. It may actually be possible for a leadership, that is in tune

with its membership, to sit down and draw up a set of demands that perfectly matches the needs of the

membership, but even if such a miracle were to occur it would still be a poor replacement for a program

that came from the bottom up.

A bottom-up bargaining process engages our entire membership and prepares them for the struggle that

lay ahead. By the time our bargaining committee gets to the table, all of our activists have been engaged

in the process. Even the members who are less active in the union will have received a mail-out detailing

our program of demands. All of this builds power.

This process of democratic engagement builds towards the struggle, so that when it comes time to take a

strike vote, the membership is not surprised. The NEB can come back to the membership, explain what

has happened at the table, and what is needed to achieve our demands. This is the point where postal

workers decide if they are prepared to escalate matters in order to get a fair contract. The process

ensures that they have the opportunity to make this decision from a position of power. This cannot be

replaced by a top-down process.

The corporation has stated that they aim to renew collective agreements before they expire, going

forward. This threatens our entire constitutional bargaining process, as contracts can simply be

“extended”, without democratically developing a program of demands. If the contract passes,

management will approach the union again two years from now with a similar proposal.

If the present tentative agreement is passed, there will be a convention before the next round of

bargaining. Pass or fail, I suspect these provisions of the constitution will be discussed thoroughly going

into it. Some may consider amendments, in one way or another. In these deliberations it is vitally

important that we remember our democracy is not simply about gaining the consent of postal workers, it

is about building power to take on the boss.

Edit: A clarification... someone has reminded me that 6.03 of the national constitution was amended at

the last convention, so that the process is now mandated for the RSMC unit as well.


